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1) LINE: a continuous mark made on a surface by a moving point. 
a)	 Lines	can	have	different	qualities, such as zigzag, straight, 

curved, thick, or thin.
b) Lines also have direction, such as horizontal, vertical, and 

diagonal.

2) SHAPE: refers to an area clearly set apart by one or more of the 
other elements of art. 
a)	 Shapes	are	two-dimensional,	or	flat.	
b) Shapes can be geometric or organic.

3) FORM: refers to an object with three dimensions. 
a) Forms can also be geometric or organic. They are just like 

shapes, but appear more 3D.

4) COLOR:	is	the	element	of	art	that	is	derived	from	reflected	light.	
a) There are three levels of color—primary, secondary, and tertiary 

(or intermediate). 
b) Primary colors are red, yellow, and blue. All other colors can be 

made	from	mixing	these	three	in	different	combinations.
c) Secondary colors are orange, green, and violet. They are made 

from mixing two primary colors together.
d) Tertiary colors are made from mixing a primary color and a 

neighboring secondary color. Examples of tertiary colors are 
yellow-orange and blue-green. When writing a tertiary color, 
always	list	the	primary	color	first.

e) Complementary colors are opposite each other on the color 
wheel. For example, blue and orange are complements.

f) Monochromatic colors have the same hue (for example, violet) 
but	different	values	of	that	hue	(light	violet,	dark	violet.)

5) VALUE: is concerned with the lightness or darkness of a hue, or color. 
a) Values aren’t just shades of gray; colors have values as well.
b) A tint is a hue with white added. It is lighter.
c) A shade is a hue with black added. It is darker.

6) TEXTURE: refers to how things feel, or look as though they might 
feel, if touched. 
a) Texture can be real, such as the weaving on a basket or the 

smoothness of marble.
b) Texture can also be visual, such as the way an artist would paint 

a choppy ocean, or a piece of shiny satin fabric.

7) SPACE: refers to the area around, between, above, below, and 
within objects. 
a) Space can occur in two-dimensional artwork (such as paintings) 

and three-dimensional artwork (such as sculpture).
b) It can also be seen in art that uses one- and two-point 

perspective, because it gives the illusion of depth and “going 
back into space.”
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